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The Englewood - A Design-Build Success

A

fter two years of discussion and planning,
this design-build project finally got off
the ground. What used to be an old barn
was transformed into a restaurant and brewery
complete with an entertainment venue capable
of accommodating up to 400 guests. The facility
also includes a green room and tour bus hook
ups for performers. Preserving the existing stone
and woodwork from the original barn structure
resulted in a very unique facility!
Prior to a nearly two-month standstill for the
project (and the world) due to COVID-19, the
scope of the job changed significantly when the
brewery was expanded to meet customer demand.
Even though construction had already begun,
we were able to keep up with the demands of the
project schedule by utilizing our advanced prefabrication expertise. Ultimately, after the delays
and changes, the project was completed and The
Englewood opened on July 20, 2020.
Our team installed six packaged rooftop
HVAC units with gas heat, three ductless split
systems, exhaust fans and hoods for the kitchen,
a large make-up air unit, 11 water heaters, all
associated duct work, and piping and plumbing
throughout the facility, as well as the ATC
controls.
This project was estimated by Tim Wolf
and Mike Kearns. Our key personnel on the
project included Eric Miller, Shawn Ely, Travis
Brenneman, Dennis Judy, Adam Cramer, Stacy
Weaver, and David Barth. Fred Craft and Drew
Doxzon were involved with the system and
controls design, while Jason Wolf and Guy
Pandolfino were instrumental in the on-site ATC
installation and system start-up.

The Englewood exterior and entrance
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Medieval Epidemiology

Did You Know?

1) Ben & Jerry originally considered
getting into the bagel business.
Luckily for us, the equipment was too
expensive.
2) In Japan, letting a sumo wrestler make
your baby cry is considered good luck.
3) Barry Manilow wrote the jingles for
State Farm Insurance and Band-Aid.
4) It is rude to write in red ink in
Portugal.
5) Between 1900 and 1920, tug of war
was an Olympic event.
6) In 1986, Apple launched a clothing
line.
7) Although they are rarely seen, bobcats
are the most common wildcat in
North America.
8) Dolly Parton once entered a Dolly
Parton look-alike contest—and lost.
9) The Nile crocodile can hold its breath
underwater for up to two hours.
10) Hearing is the fastest of the human
senses. A person can recognize a sound
in as little as 0.05 seconds.
—Mental Floss

We’re depending on the epidemiologists at the World Health Organization and the
CDC to predict what might happen with the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly with
regard to a possible new surge in the disease. In the Middle Ages, people also looked to
the experts for guidance, but the experts at the time were astrologers.
According to The Conversation website, “Astrologers were respected health
authorities who were taught at the finest universities throughout Europe, and hired to
treat princes and dukes.” Astrology is based on the belief that the positions of heavenly
bodies like the moon and the planets affected life on Earth in many areas, including
epidemics like the Bubonic Plague. In 1348, for example, physicians at the University
of Paris told the King of France that the plague was caused by the conjunction of
Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter.
In the 17th century, British astrologer John Gadbury analyzed data from four
previous plagues in 1593, 1603, 1625, and 1636, and looked at planetary tables for
correlations between the planets’ positions and the rise and fall of each outbreak,
finding a connection between disease and the positions of Mars and Venus. With this
data he attempted to predict the behavior of a plague ravaging the country at the time.
“He predicted the upcoming movement of Venus in August would see a fall in
plague deaths,” the website states. “Then the movement of Mars in September would
make the plague deadlier, but the movements of Venus in October, November, and
December would halt the death rate.”
Actually, plague deaths rose dramatically during August, although he was correct
in predicting they’d peak in September and then decline steeply at the end of the year.
Fortunately, today’s experts have come a long way.

“We are just an advanced breed of monkeys on a minor planet of a very
average star. But we can understand the universe. That makes us something
very special.”

—Stephen Hawking

Expert Financial Advice for Staying
Solvent During a Crisis

The pandemic isn’t just a health threat; it’s also an economic one. Finance expert
Suze Orman shares tips on keeping your finances under control on the Yahoo Finance
website:
• Put bills on hold. Some mortgage lenders are giving homeowners a break on
payments, and many states and communities are prohibiting evictions over
nonpayment of rent. Citizens with student loans can withhold payment for two
months. Talk to your creditors to see what they can do for you.
• Don’t sell stocks in a panic. Yes, the stock market is down severely right now.
If you have your savings there, you might be tempted to get out before things get
worse. Orman advises staying the course as much as you can. In time, the market
will rise again. Keep investing if possible.
• Beef up your emergency fund. Most experts advise saving enough money for
three months of bills. Try to expand that. Chances are this crisis will last a long
time, and if you’re laid off or furloughed, three months may not be enough to tide
you over.
• Be reasonable with purchases. Put off buying that new smartphone or major
appliance unless you absolutely have to. Conserve water and electricity as much
as possible. And don’t go overboard with online shopping if you’re cooped up at
home. It’s all too easy to click “buy” on something you don’t really need.

Finding Happiness
At Work

You spend lots of time at work—even
if you’re working from home these days—
so it makes sense to be happy there. Boss
Magazine has some tips for increasing your
happiness on the job:
• Build strong bonds with co-workers.
In an office setting, you spend more
time with your colleagues than with
your family. Even when you’re distant,
you still depend on them for assistance
and support. Get to know them as
people. Celebrate their successes. Talk
about stuff other than work. You’ll
create relationships that will make
work feel more like play.
• Know your role and responsibilities.
We feel stress when we’re uncertain
about what we’re supposed to do. Be
sure you know exactly what you’re
responsible for—now more than ever.
Who do you report to? Who depends
on your work? How are your results
being measured? The more you know,
the better you can concentrate on
doing your job.
• Set goals for yourself. It can be very
motivational and satisfying to achieve
goals, even small ones. Challenge
yourself to hit a self-imposed deadline,
learn a new skill, or ace an important
project. When you accomplish each
goal, spend some time savoring the
experience. Then get started on a new
objective.

SPEED BUMP

Dave Coverly

Success Secrets From Tony Robbins

Success guru Tony Robbins is world famous for helping people achieve their dreams.
On the Forbes website he shares some of his knowledge for everyone striving to improve
and advance in their career:
• Value. “You’re rewarded for delivering massive value. And now, when a lot of jobs are
being automated and technology is making things happen faster than ever before, it’s
even more important.”
• Motivation. “Focusing on the needs of others has a way of motivating you to do
more than you thought possible. When you give back to others, whether that’s your
clients, your employees, or your community, you have a different kind of drive; a
force that pulls you forward.”
• Role models. “I’ve found that the key to success is modeling the best. Find the
people who have already achieved what you want to achieve. Study the methodology
behind their success and create a similar path for yourself. One of my original
mentors, Jim Rohn, taught me: ‘Work harder on yourself than you ever do on your
job or business. Because if you can become more valuable, you will produce an
amazing result.’”

Salt Water On Mars?

Pockets of salty water—brine—may be able to exist on the surface of Mars,
the Sci-News website reports. Regular water would instantly freeze, boil, or
evaporate because of Mars’ low temperatures and dry conditions, but brine would
have a lower freezing temperature and therefore would evaporate more slowly.
Salts have already been found on the surface of Mars. A study using
atmospheric models and spacecraft measurements looked at specific regions on
Mars where liquid water temperature and accessibility limits might allow known
terrestrial organisms to replicate. Researchers found that pockets of brine can
form for up to six hours over 40% of the Martian surface— from the equator
to high latitudes—but only for about two percent of the Martian year. The
maximum brine temperature that might be found is -55 degrees Fahrenheit, too
low for the formation of organic life. Still, the results represent a reduced risk
for the future exploration of Mars and contributes to the potential for habitable
conditions for humans, scientists say.

Find Your “Big Idea”

The legendary David Ogilvie was a pioneer of the advertising industry. One reason
for his success and influence was his ability to create what he called “the Big Idea”—a
memorable concept that he could wrap an ad around, or base an entire advertising
campaign on. Here’s how he developed Big Ideas—and how you can, too:
• Step 1. Analyze your data and look for the single element that best expresses what
you want to say. What one idea do you want people to remember?
• Step 2. Take that idea and boil it down to a statement of 10 words or less, using
lively, action-oriented language.
• Step 3. Build your presentation—whether it’s an ad, a speech, or a persuasive
e-mail—around your “Big Idea.”

“Creative people don’t follow the crowds; they seek out the blank spots on the
map.”

—David Brooks
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Employee Spotlight
Our estimating department recently added two new faces: Chuck Moore and Brady Dolan. After serving as Sheet Metal Foreman
and Site Superintendent for the past five years, Chuck Moore, was recently promoted to our Estimating Department. Chuck has
more than twenty years of experience in
Mechanical Construction and is looking
forward to using his skills in this new role.
Chuck lives in Lancaster with his wife, Gail.
They enjoy spending time with their three
grandsons.
Brady Dolan, recently graduated from
SUNY Martine College with an Engineering
Degree. Brady interned with our team
during his college breaks and learned a lot
about our operation, both in the field and
in the project management department.
Brady is a retired baseball player, having
played in both high school and college. He
enjoys anything to do with being outdoors,
including snowboarding and kayaking.
Chuck Moore
Brady Dolan

Connect With Us…www.jamesCRAFTson.com
And, find us on Facebook and LinkedIn!

